LED DIRECTIONAL DISPLAY

GET THE 3 DIODE LED DIRECTIONAL SURFACE MOUNT WARNING LIGHT 4-PACK DISPLAY FROM GROTE.

3 DIODE LED DIRECTIONAL LIGHT, SURFACE MOUNT
- Ultra low profile
- 12 different selectable flash patterns in either of 2 phases, plus steady-on
- Robust design, die cast aluminum base
- Endless mounting possibilities
- Standard four wire hook-up
- S-Link™ System* synchronizing capabilities with up to eight other units (for hardwire models only). Allows for synchronization with other S-Link compatible products
- 5 Year Warranty

APPROVALS: SAE J595 CLASS I
VOLTAGE: 0.3 AMPS @ 12 V
COLOR: AMBER

S-Link is a Trademark of Star1889 Headlight & Lantern Co.

BOOST YOUR RETAIL SALES WITH THE 78163-1, 3 DIODE LED DIRECTIONAL SURFACE MOUNT LIGHT 4-PACK DISPLAY

Display includes 4 x 78163 LED Directional Warning Lights.

Contact your Grote Rep for details.

* S-LINK TECHNOLOGY: S-Link System is a proprietary technology that will allow similar S-Link products to be synchronized. This would allow for a user to define the flash patterns on multiple devices for a customized, tailored look on a vehicle. Note: Only S-Link compatible products can be synchronized together. Refer to user installation manuals for details on S-Link Synchronization.

DON’T MISS OUT! SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED – CONTACT YOUR GROTE REP TODAY.